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It is not possible to study the Colorado River without taking its sediment into account.   

Specifically, when studying Cataract Canyon and the upper reaches of lake Powell, sediment is the key to understanding rates of change in the river corridor.

During the years of a filling and near-full reservoir, the Colorado deposited an E N O R M O U S sediment delta in the lower part of Cataract Canyon.

If you were seeking to answer questions regarding when, and if, Lower Cataract’s inundated rapids will be seen again, an in depth study of the river’s sediment 

is necessary.

In simplest terms, the Returning Rapids 2021 fall science trip was a study of mud.  

In October 2021, a diversely skilled team of scientists, river advocates, and river runners set out to gain a greater understanding of how the Colorado River is 

changing as it tries to regain a balance with its sediment load.

Colorado River Sediment Delta

in Cataract, Narrow and Glen Canyons

Casey Root and others at the Utah Water Science 

Center, USGS 2019

Note: all the colors are deposition layers of the 

growing sediment delta.



Trip Objectives:
1. Re-create a River Profile from the Green and Colorado Confluence (at a minimum) to as far downstream of North Wash as reasonable.

2. Gather sediment samples/ data and other representative samples of sediment delta composition.  Determine what liabilities the sediment presents.

3. Document some of the changes caused by heavy monsoons in summer 2021.

4. Enjoy being on the river and its canyons.

5. Build relationships and connections between interested parties to further improve collaboration.
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All trip objectives had a large amount of overlap.  The best way to present the trip’s findings is to divide it into areas of focus, which will serve as report 

chapters:

PART 1 The River Profile

PART II The Effects of a Very Strong Monsoon Season

PART III Sediment Study and Sampling

PART1V River Bed Imaging, Cross Sections, and Observed Rates of Change

PART V Erosion Rates

Most of the Returning Rapids trip reports have been organized in an upstream to downstream progression.  This report will deviate from that format to 

effectively represent each of the various parts and associated findings.

As always, the aim is to keep the presentation and language as simple as possible so that people from all walks of life can understand and learn from trip 

findings.

It is also worth mentioning that not all study efforts, collected data, and findings may be represented in this report.

If possible, this report is best viewed on a larger screen.



Trip Participants:
Cari Johnson, University of Utah

Brenda Bowen, Global Change and Sustainability Center, University of Utah

Sasha Reed, USGS

Jack Schmidt, Center for Colorado River Studies, Utah State University

Paul Grams, Grand Canyon Research and Monitoring Center, USGS

Bob Tusso, Grand Canyon Research and Monitoring Center, USGS

Seth Arens, Western Water Assessment

Jack Stauss, Glen Canyon Institute

Scott Christiansen, Glen Canyon Institute

Casey Root, Utah Water Science Center, USGS

Christine Rumsey, Utah Water Science Center, USGS

Scott Hynek, Utah Water Science Center, USGS

Chris Wilkowske, Utah Water Science Center, USGS

Noah Derrick, Utah Water Science Center, USGS

RJ Johnson, Geologist and Veteran River Guide

Mike Fiebig, American Rivers

Rachel Ellis, American Rivers

Zac Podmore, Salt Lake Tribune

Francisco Kjolseth, Salt Lake Tribune

Sam Carter, River Radius Podcast

Kevin Macabee, US Fish and Wildlife 

Tildon Jones, US Fish and Wildlife

Katie Creighton, Utah Department of Natural Resources

Zach Arens, Utah Department of Natural Resources

Jamie Moulton, Head cook

Meg Flynn, Returning Rapids Project

Peter Lefebvre, Returning Rapids Project

Mike DeHoff, Returning Rapids Project

and a whole bunch of fancy science gear…
4High Stand Camp, 10-19-2021, Francisco Kjolseth



PART I 

The River Profile  

Objectives:

Re-create a river profile survey to gain a better understanding of 

changes in Cataract Canyon.  Specifically, to help study how the river 

and reservoir-caused sediment delta are interacting.  

1921 River Profile, Sheet  T

Showing the Confluence (River Mile 216.5) to Cove Canyon (River mile 186), 

USGS archive

2021 River Profile, water surface and river bed elevations,

Preliminary data in meters

Paul Grams and Bob Tusso, Grand Canyon Monitoring and 

Research Center, USGSPerched River Area

Near North Wash Boat Ramp

2021

1921

Returning Rapids Zone

near Gypsum Canyon
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RTK set up training near Potash Boat Ramp, 10-17-2021, Cari Johnson

Control points or benchmarks were established along the river corridor to gather 

accurate data for the profile.  Some of these were historically already in place. 

Additional benchmarks were located and established during previous cooperative 

Returning Rapids and USGS Cataract Canyon trips.

A survey instrument known as an RTK needed to be set up over each benchmark.  

The RTK provides highly accurate elevations.

To gather data for the river elevation profile, 3 moving teams acted in concert: 2 

RTK set up/take down groups, and the actual boat collecting survey data.

Each day, a hasty team rushed ahead to set up a RTK (often at the next camp), 

leaving behind a different RTK that was set up at that day’s starting location.  The 

survey boat would launch and map between the 2 RTK units, with its own RTK 

unit sending and receiving information to log elevation data. 

At some point in the day, the upstream RTK was broken down and rushed to 

catch up with the rest of the survey team.  The teams were essentially “RTK 

leapfrogging.”

Post trip, information collected from the survey boat will provide both a water 

surface elevation and a river bed elevation when calibrated with the land-based 

RTK data. 
Survey boat in action, Paul Grams and Bob Tusso, 

Francisco Kjolseth

How the Profile Survey Happened



The Length of the Profile 

White and Farley Canyons, 

Profile survey ended just upstream of this area

Potash Boat 

Ramp,

benchmarkLathrop 

Canyon 

Ledges,

benchmark

High Stand 

Camp,

benchmark

Gypsum Canyon Area,

focus area, many benchmarks

Clearwater 

Canyon,

benchmark

Rockfall Canyon,

benchmark

The Confluence; 

Green and Colorado Rivers, 

Historic benchmark

North Wash Boat Ramp, 

benchmark

The survey was run for 

approximately 98 miles from the 

Potash Boat Ramp to just upstream 

of White Canyon.

Dark Canyon,

Benchmark placed, occupied, but not used in survey data

Waterhole 

Canyon,

benchmark used 

for sediment 

study

Around Gypsum Canyon and 

further downstream is where the 

river deviates from its historic/ pre 

Glen Canyon Dam channel and is 

affected by the reservoir-caused 

sediment delta. 

This will show up on the new river 

profile. 



High stand
Lathrop Ledges Confluence

Gypsum 

Canyon

Clearwater 

Canyon

RTK 

Leapfrogging

North 

Wash 

Boat 

Ramp

Dark 

Canyon

Rockfall 

Canyon

Potash 

Boat 

Ramp

High Stand



Dispatching the Confluence RTK team from the Lathrop 

Ledges camp via Tex’s Riverways Big Boat, 

10-18-2021, Cari Johnson



Pilot boat and survey boat running through Big Drop 2 and 2 1/2

Just another day at the office with a hundred thousand dollars worth of equipment, and some splashy waves…

Peter Lefebvre, Jamie Moulton, Bob Tusso, and Paul Grams at what was once the highest elevation lake Powell ever reached 

10-19-2021, Mike DeHoff
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Water surface profile from September 2021 data

Chris Wilkowske, Utah Water Science Center, USGS

A Basic Profile

This basic profile, created after a 

September 2021 trip that established 

benchmarks/ control points, shows 

the 1921 water surface profile 

compared to a rough 2021 profile.

The deviance of the two lines (near 

the bottom right of the graph) is 

where the sediment delta displaces 

the river out of the Historic Lower 

Cataract Canyon channel. 

In prior years, a large amount of this 

displacement would also be from the 

reservoir.  In October 2021 the 

reservoir level was approximately 

3550 feet (shown on graph).

The new profile data is still being 

compiled.  We hope to have an 

overall profile in the coming months.  

However, some of the other river 

bed imaging is included later in this 

report.

Reservoir level 3,550 ft.



PART II 

The Effects of a Heavy Monsoon Season

Flood debris and a wet landscape at the North Wash Ramp

8-19-2021, Mike DeHoff

Drainage in Narrow Canyon at River Mile 173.2, River Right

This was the first of 2 major storms that caused the Dirty Devil to Flood 

8-19-2021, Mike DeHoff

Objectives:

Document areas that experienced heavy effects from severe storms and flooding.

Attempt to gain an understanding of the amount of material carried by side 

canyons/drainages flooding.

Examine new debris fans – Dark Canyon and the mouth of the Dirty Devil



The flow path at the debris fan just below Rapid 12, river left 

Francisco Kjolseth, 10-19-2021 

Side Canyon at Rapid 12, River Mile 206.8

New debris, Rapid 12 fan, 10-19-2021, Mike DeHoff

A late September 2021 storm hit the side 

drainages in this part of Cataract with a 

significant amount of moisture.  It was reported 

that the same storm caused significant flows at 

Rapid 9 (Cross and Y Canyons), Rapid 12 

(pictured), and Rapid 19.

Pictured here is the altered debris fan at the 

mouth of the side drainage which causes rapid 

12.  Seth Arens and his raft provide a great 

scale.  Note the fresh driftwood piles to gain an 

idea of the height of the flow.



New debris flow just downstream of Rapid 19

10-19-2021, Cari Johnson

Just Downstream of Rapid 19, River Mile 203.5, River Left

In this area, the flow was such 

that some of the debris 

overtopped the gully and spilled 

out over the hillside.

Note the deeper gully and new 

constriction in the river.

Yellow line indicates the area of 

the debris flow



Gypsum Canyon, shifted wash mouth,

Some of the rocks directly out from the mouth 

are new

10-21-2021, Mike DeHoff 

Bowdie Canyon, new debris fan of cobble causing riffle line

10-21-2021, Mike DeHoff 

Sheep Canyon, The wash mouth was cut through 

the Dominy to river level

Meg Flynn, 10-22-2021

Changes at the Mouths of Large Side Canyons



Dec. 2019

Oct. 2021

The First Jump in Clearwater Canyon

Changes in Clearwater

12-7-2019, Mike DeHoff
Changes in Clearwater

Sasha Reed and Scott Christensen in the foreground

10-21-2021, Meg Flynn



Limestone block in recovering narrows, Clearwater Canyon 

2-15-2020 Mike DeHoff

Sam Carter, Casey Root, and Mike Fiebig (left to right) near

Limestone block in Dominy narrows, Clearwater Canyon

Francisco Kjolseth, 10-21-2021 

Ongoing photo documentation of this area in Clearwater Canyon shows 

that the heavy rains and flooding in the area have carved out about 2/3 of 

one Sam Carter (person standing by the boulder) or about 4 feet of 

sediment over the course of a year.  

Based on field observations, a majority of the carving occurred between 

late July and September of 2021.

2020 2021



Mouth of Dark Canyon

Flash flood match

8-20-2015, Peter Lefebvre

Mouth of Dark Canyon

Flash flood match

10-22-2021, Peter Lefebvre

The Mouth of Dark Canyon

During the 2021 monsoon season there were several significant events at Dark Canyon.  The 

first one in August, and then another significant storm/ flood in September.  These events 

combined to fill an eddy that had previously measured up to 50 feet deep at the mouth of 

Dark Canyon.

2015
2021
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In the mouth of Dark Canyon

9-18-2015, Peter Lefebvre

In the mouth of Dark Canyon 

10-22-2021, Peter Lefebvre

Three red dashes

and blue line for refence points

Looking out of Dark Canyon towards the Colorado

20212015
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A New Debris Fan from 

the Dirty Devil

Panorama of Dirty Devil Headwall and Confluence

10-22-2021, Peter Lefebvre

Approx. 5600 cfs, water surface Elevation at Bridge near Hite 3590.7 ft

Elevation at Dam 3544 ft

Panorama of Dirty Devil Headwall and Confluence

6-27-2020, Peter Lefebvre

Approx. 8800 cfs, water surface Elevation at Bridge near Hite 3613 ft

Elevation at Dam 3610 ft

On August 19, 2021 a large monsoon event 

caused the Dirty Devil to flood to over 8,000 cfs.  

Then on September 1-2, another storm pushed 

the Dirty Devil to over 15,000 cfs. 

New debris fan at the mouth of the Dirty Devil

9-2-2021, Chris Benson

2021

2020

2021



Looking Upstream from the Dirty Devil Headwall

Confluence with the Dirty Devil on the left of view

10-22-2021, Peter Lefebvre

Approx. 5600 cfs, water surface Elevation at Bridge near Hite 3590.7 ft

Elevation at Dam 3544 ft

Looking Upstream from the Dirty Devil Headwall

Confluence with the Dirty Devil on the left of view

7-23-2021, Mike DeHoff

Approx. 3900 cfs, water surface, Elevation at Bridge near Hite 3591 ft

Elevation at Dam 3556 ft

Dirty Devil; Flash Flood and New Delta Fan 

at the Confluence with the Colorado

July 2021 Oct. 2021

Mouth 

of Dirty 

Devil 

River



PART III

Sediment Study and Sampling

Objectives:

Continue to study/survey layers in Waterhole Canyon.

Look for continuous layers from Waterhole Canyon downstream 

through the exposed Dominy Formation at and above river level.

Attempt to determine rates of erosion and movement of the 

banks of Dominy.

Collect samples of sand and sediment from the Potash Boat Ramp 

to the take out approximately every 3 kilometers.

Take samples from springs and side canyons to determine 

variances from river water; specifically salinity levels.

Tower near Gypsum Canyon with sediment layers near the river

10-20-2021, Francisco Kjolseth



A story of 60 years 

in sediment…

Various layers of  

history in

Waterhole Canyon

All photos 

Cari Johnson 

10-20-2021



Waterhole Canyon is the first major side canyon/inlet that 

experienced a continuous inundation by lake Powell.  There are 

extensive records of both reservoir levels and river flows during the 

time of inundation.  Because of these records, the area is ideal for 

understanding rates of sediment deposition.

The combination of past records with studies in this area by Cari 

Johnson, Jack Schmidt, and Scott Hynek shows that some layers 

were deposited at a rate of as much as one foot per week.

Waterhole Canyon survey, 10-20-2021, all photos Francisco Kjolseth

Ongoing Studies in

in Waterhole Canyon



Channeling in clay from flooding in Dark Canyon

10-22-2021, Francisco Kjolseth

Brenda Bowen and organic deposits in sediment layers, Dark Canyon

10-22-2021, Cari Johnson

Dark Canyon Sediments



Mad Scientist, Super Hero, and part Anime Character in action, 

Scott Hynek sampling a spring just upstream of Dark Canyon

10-22-2021, Mike DeHoff



Salinity Levels Measured at the Mouth of Dark Canyon

An overview map of the new debris fan at the mouth of Dark Canyon

Casey Root, Utah Water Science Center, USGS
Imagining of water samples to determine specific conductance

Casey Root, Utah Water Science Center, USGS

The river’s salinity level has been identified as a water quality concern for downstream users.  One of the methods used to measure salinity is described as 

“Specific Conductance.”  After analyzing the many water samples taken from the new debris fan at the mouth of Dark Canyon (sample locations shown as yellow 

dots) a picture of Specific Conductance can be generated.  The sampling shows what has long been suspected, springs and monsoon-caused flash floods may be  

some of the biggest contributors to higher salinity levels.  On the image above, red to white areas show how water from the Colorado River and Dark Canyon is 

interacting with/dissolving/leaching out the areas of higher salinity holding sediments.  The definitively red area in the lower part of the image could also be water 

from a spring that was historically documented in pre Glen Canyon Dam times.  The blue is lower salinity water from both the Colorado and Dark Canyon.

Dark CanyonDark Canyon

New sediment 

fan, 2021



Paul Grams holding an armored clay 

ball from North Wash Canyon, 

aka “Dominy Balls”

They are a thing, maybe scientific…

10-23-2021, Francisco Kjolseth
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Conclusions from the 

Sediment Study

Surveying sediments near Best Western Camp

10-22-2021, Mike DeHoff

Drainage cut through sediment bank

10-21-2021, Cari Johnson

Another way to get rid of 

your ashes.

Fire ring on the Dominy 

Formation at the North 

Wash Boat Ramp

10-23-2021, Mike DeHoff

As a whole, the Dominy Formation is moving.  Think - mud glaciers 

vs. permanent deposits in the main river corridor.  Almost every site 

had evidence of some creep.

Erosion in both the main river corridor and side canyons tends to 

happen in rapid episodes such as floods or mass collapses and 

sloughing.

Monsoons and the floods they create are one of the greatest factors 

that affect water quality.  These events not only speed up mobilization 

of sediment but also may be among the greatest contributors of 

dissolved solids and organic matter into the river and its deposited 

sediments.



PART IV 

River Bed Imaging, Cross Sections, and Observed Rates of Change 

Waves in Gypsum Canyon Rapid, and the mud bank the river has cut through while excavating the rapid

10-20-2021, Francisco Kjolseth 30



The Carving Zone
Images, Erosion, Deposition, and Rates of Change

River Mile196.9- 195.5

USGS overflight Photo taken 10-10-1952

Cropped to show Gypsum Canyon to Palmer Canyon

La Rue’s Riffle

Gypsum Canyon Rapid 

and the original Gypsum 

Canyon wash fan

Lower 

Gypsum 

RiffleMidway Point

A small slump block

Palmer Canyon 

Rapid 

Midway Riffle

Island Upstream of

Palmer Canyon 

Oct. 1952

What this reach of the river 

looked like prior to Glen 

Canyon Dam, rapid location, 

shoreline, & main channel 

location
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Oct. 2020

Just Upstream of Gypsum Canyon Rapid: Erosion and Deposition Oct. 2020 to Oct. 2021

Oct. 2021

River Bed Images, ~River Mile 196.9

Paul Grams/ Bob Tusso, Grand Canyon Research and Monitoring Center, USGS

At the upper right of each 

of these images, there was 

a large beach: marked by a 

red star.  

During a September 2021 

monsoon event the area 

changed from a large 

gently sloping beach to a 

cut bank.  This may explain 

the deposition seen in 

these images.

Note: All 3 images are overlaid 

on a stock satellite picture 

which does not correctly show 

the changes in the shoreline 

over the years.



Oct. 2020

Oct. 2021

Erosion and Deposition, Oct. 2020 to Oct. 2021
River Mile 195.9-195.6,  Between Gypsum and Palmer Canyons 

River Bed Images, River Mile 195.9-195.6

Paul Grams/ Bob Tusso, Grand Canyon Research and Monitoring Center, USGS

Note: In the left and center image, the color change from yellow to green represents downcutting.  

The area shown is the lower Gypsum Riffle area (top right) and areas downstream (see pages 31 & 34).

Oct. 2021



Comparison of Current-Day and Pre-Reservoir Images

Gypsum Canyon to Palmer Canyon

2021 erosion/ deposition imagery

River Mile 196.9 – 195.5,

GCMRC 

1952 USGS overflight photo, 

Gypsum to Palmer Canyons

Oct. 2021

Oct. 1952
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Gypsum Canyon Rapid Location July 2018,

3900 cfs, Mike DeHoff

Gypsum Canyon Rapid Location October 2021

4600 cfs, Mike DeHoff

2021

2018

Gypsum Canyon Rapid 

and Camp



2018

2021

Gypsum Canyon Rapid, zoomed in

Note rocks on far shoreline

Mike DeHoff



Cross section imaging upstream and downstream from the mouth of Dark Canyon

Chris Wilkowske/Noah Derrick, Utah Water Science Center, USGS

Note the similar mud features in the downriver imaging pictured in the upper left and right cross sections

Maximum depth noted in each box per cross section 

9 feet

11 feet

15 feet

13 feet

10 feet
10 feet



An estimated image of the sediment output and new fan from Dark Canyon flooding

Casey Root, Utah Water Science Center, USGS

Dark Canyon

Colorado River

Imaging of Estimated Sediment Volume from Dark Canyon 

The amount of sediment that 

was flushed out of Dark Canyon 

can be estimated using the cross 

sections shown on the previous 

page and other monitoring data 

captured prior to the 2021 

monsoon season.

This image combines 

bathometric cross sections 

(ADCP data) and field 

observations into a best guess 

scenario.

The estimated volume is 

140,000 cubic meters.  Said 

another way that’s 18,300 loads 

of a 10 yard garbage truck that 

drives down your street.

Old sediment 

fan pre-2021 

monsoons

New sediment 

fan, 2021

Blue-Purple is the bed elevation of the Colorado through this stretch

Blue = deeper; Purple = shallower



A simpler way to view the imaging

Dark Canyon Rapid Detail, 

Pre-Glen Canyon Dam River Elevations 

Sheet S, 1921 profile

Dark Canyon imaging with river 2021 river bed elevations

Casey Root, Utah Water Science Center, USGS

All those garbage trucks of mud and 55+ years of deposits from a 

reservoir-caused sediment delta have buried Dark Canyon Rapid.

Current readings show that there is still about 100 feet of sediment on 

top of the old rapid location.  And after flash flood events like we are 

seeing, it is safe to say that the “old rapid” will be forever changed.

With events like the floods of 2021 and a lowering reservoir level, it may 

not be long before we have a new version of Dark Canyon Rapid.
Note – elevations from 1921 are from a different datum than elevations from 2021.  It is 

complicated but there may be a 3-5 foot variance between the two.  Said another way, 

1921’s 3500 foot elevation mark isn’t the same as 2021’s 3500 foot elevation mark.



How much has the river cut into the 1959 topography 

near the North Wash Boat Ramp?

Red = incision into 1959 land surface

Blue = Lake Powell sediments remain

A key question for many who are watching the changes in Lower Cataract 

Canyon is: 

What is going to happen in the area where the river is out of its pre-dam 

channel?

Year to year comparisons have shown that the river is cutting into areas 

outside of its historic channel at a rate worthy of attention.

Overlaying of water surface and river bed imaging to show rate of downcutting

Paul Grams/Bob Tusso, Grand Canyon Research and Monitoring Center, USGS

Yellow boxes are where the river leaves and returns to its pre dam channel



Oct. 2020

Oct. 2021

Erosion

Oct. 2020 - Oct. 2021

At the North Wash Boat Ramp area the river is out of its historic channel. 

River bed imaging from 2020 to 2021 shows the rate of down cutting in this 

reach.  Specifically, the imaging shows where the river - that is out of its 

channel - is cutting into pre-dam strata.

This is of particular interest as there are other areas in the Colorado River 

system where the reservoir has displaced the river from its original channel.  

Over time, this has resulted in rapids and waterfalls. 

River bed imaging near the North Wash Boat Ramp

Paul Grams/Bob Tusso, Grand Canyon Research and Monitoring Center, USGS



PART V  Erosion Rates 

The real question:

How long will it take to move all the mud out of Cataract Canyon?

Oct. 2021

4300 cfs

Jan. 2022

4100 cfs

Conglomerate point at the North Wash Boat Ramp, comparative photo.

Yes, it took a long time to get this report together, but we still kept taking photos.

cfs source – CBRFC Archive



We have dates. We can establish rates.

After two focused science trips in back to back Octobers, we are able to determine rates of change based on data 

collected during each trip along with other observations.

Water surface elevation of the Colorado Oct. 2020 – Oct. 2021 at the USGS Bridge Gauge near Hite on Highway 95
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Erosion Rates – A Rough Idea

The Returning Rapids Carving Zone in Lower Cataract Canyon between La Rue’s Riffle and Palmer Canyon: roughly 3-4 feet per year.

Side Canyons in Lower Cataract Canyon in a normal to heavy monsoon cycle: 3-10 feet a season (sporadic distribution).

The USGS Bridge Gauge just upstream from the Dirty Devil River: 8.5-9 feet per year (data over 2019-2021).

Also worth noting, don’t underestimate the Dirty Devil River and its ability to have a massive effect given the right conditions.

Note: For these rates to occur, the reservoir level has to be low.  Ideally, the reservoir would be less than 3,525 ft. for these changes to continue.

Gypsum Canyon Rapid and sediment bank, 9-21-2021, Steve Dundorf

The photo was taken from an approximate elevation of 3650 ft.



Where is it all going?

As we observe all this sediment flushing out of Cataract Canyon, it is important to know where it is getting deposited.  

It was one thing to flood the canyons of the Colorado River.  It is another thing entirely to watch it all get buried in mud.

Sentinel Satellite image of  White Canyon to the Horn, 10-24-2020

Reservoir Elevation at the Dam 3593 ft, pre-Dam river elevation 3440ft

Sentinel Satellite image of  White Canyon to the Horn, 1-14-2022

Reservoir Elevation at the Dam 3531 ft, pre-Dam river elevation 3440 ft

The slow creep of 125+/-

feet of mud filling the 

entire canyon

Oct. 2020 Jan. 2022



Trip Data Tracker:
Dates of trip:  October 17 - 23, 2021

Discharge in cubic feet per second (cfs):  

Colorado at Potash 2,800 cfs, 

Green at Mineral 1750 cfs 

- the Green was very silty at the Confluence   

Estimated discharge in Cataract ~ 4,200-4,600 cfs

Reservoir level at Dam:  3549 ft above sea level (NAV88)

USGS Hwy 95 Bridge Gauge level: 3591(NAV88) ft above sea level

The trip also generated two great media pieces.

If you want more information or a different perspective check them out:

Zak Podmore and Francisco Kjolseth did a terrific piece for The Salt Lake Tribune: 

As Lake Powell shrinks, the Colorado River is coming back to life

https://local.sltrib.com/online/perspectives/colorado-river/index.php

And Sam Carter from the River Radius Podcast

Published a great episode about the on-going sediment studies:

https://www.theriverradius.com/

Episode 34 Autopsy of a Post Reservoir River

Sam Carter interviewing Brenda Bowen and Cari Johnson in his river studio,

Francisco Kjolseth

Scott Christensen and Jack Schmidt sharing a laugh near Gypsum Canyon, 

Francisco Kjolseth

https://local.sltrib.com/online/perspectives/colorado-river/index.php
https://www.theriverradius.com/


This report was compiled by:

Mike DeHoff, Principal Investigator, Returning Rapids Project

Editing and consultation by Peter Lefebvre & Meg Flynn

Any errors or oversights – please contact Mike 

The Returning Rapids Project is comprised of Peter Lefebvre, Chris Benson, Meg Flynn, and Mike DeHoff

We appreciate everyone at Tex’s Riverways for helping to support the river profile.

As always, very special thanks goes out to the Glen Canyon Institute

Thank you for taking the time to read this.  More to come.

Contact the Returning Rapids Project research team at: 

contact@returningrapids.com

For more information, project updates, or to make a donation please visit our website: returningrapids.com

January 2022

The Returning Rapids Project 

is a program of 

Glen Canyon Institute
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This trip and many of 2021’s endeavors were supported thanks to generous donations from:

Thanks also to the many private donors who helped support our work in 2021.


